
 
    

Water friendly design 
 
Water friendly design 
The climate is changing, the weather is becoming more extreme: there are more days with downpours 
and prolonged rainfall. The chance of flooding and damage increases because the sewer system cannot 
cope with the extreme quantities of rainwater. At the same time, there are more periods of persistent 
heat and drought. With all the adverse consequences this entails. To help you create a water-friendly 
garden, Capi has developed several design rain barrels. 
 
Thanks to the Capi rain barrels it’s a small and easy step to a water-friendly garden. The barrels are not 
only a beautiful and functional design products for your garden, but also a contribution to biodiversity. 
And rainwater is soft and that's good for your plants. You also save on drinking water. And that's good 
for everyone.  
 
Texture 
Capi has developed various design rain barrels, of which the ‘Rain barrel Rib 250L’ is the latest model. It 
can house a hefty water supply, yet still has an elegant feel. Beautifully rounded shapes and the iconic 
Rib-texture create a natural look. Thus, the water-friendly garden comes together with a beautiful and 
high-quality design. This also makes it fun for consumers to be sustainable and aware in the garden. The 
Rib texture gives the rain barrel a special appearance. The thin lines are inspired by braided reed. In 
addition to a natural look, the narrow, dancing lines give these pots a playful touch.  
 
About Capi Europe 
Capi Europe – Grow a greener life The Capi story begins in 1997. Over the past 25 years, the pots and 
planters of this Brabant company have undergone enormous development. Capi is now known for its 
tasteful lightweight pots and planters collection, culminating in the Made in Holland collection produced 
entirely in the Netherlands. Grow a greener life is now more than a company mission. It represents a way 
of life where we clean up our own mess, take care of the earth and leave a cleaner planet for our 
children. And because sustainable can also be beautiful, every Capi product is an asset to your interior 


